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The Problem

**Scaling**: Mineral deposits that harm performance of water treatment and industrial process equipment

**Membranes Systems**

**Industrial Systems**

**The outcome:**
1. Increased **energy, chemical** and **equipment** costs
2. Reduced **water** production

**Early detection** of onset of scaling, allows more timely and cost-effective intervention to prevent scaling and reverse its effects.
Flow reversal technology - basic principles
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U/S Scale Sensor technology - basic principles
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U/S Scale Sensor technology – R&D phases

- Phase I – Flat sheet scale sensor development
- Phase II – Spiral-Wound membrane scale sensor development
Ultrasound sensor picked up presence of CaCO₃ scaling before any flux decline detected! It detected deposits as small as 20 micron (≈1/5th the thickness of a human hair) covering less than 10% of the membrane area.
How did we get there?
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Lessons

• University as site for generating/exchanging ideas/knowledge

• Israel Ministry of Industry and Trade (Tamas) programs for partnering industry and academy played key role

• Israel’s needs and geopolitical situation offer opportunities as well as challenges (NATO SfP)

• Key role played by the right people (collaborators, CEO and engineer of Rotec)
CHALLENGE:
Crossing the “valley of death”

• We have prototypes for some (F/R), proof of principle for other parts (U/S)
• We need to develop salable products
• Most VC’s want to invest where products are already sold but need to expand/develop markets, but we need investment to complete product development – Catch ‘22
• Key issue is developing business model – who are the customers and how does Rotec get remunerated for the benefit they provide customers?
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